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Abstract

Here, in the first of a pair of papers, we examine the crucial role that justice institutions play in economic development, conflict, and trust in institutions. The empirical evidence shows that justice institutions have a significant impact on credit markets and firm growth, the protection of vulnerable populations, the deterrence of violence, and people’s trust in formal institutions. As discussed in a companion paper, the data revolution brings ample opportunities to improve the efficiency, access, and quality of justice. We conclude by highlighting new research directions aimed at repositioning justice at the heart of the development discourse.
1 Introduction

Why does justice matter for development? In his canonical work, The Constitution of Liberty, Friedrich Hayek (1960) advanced an ideal vision of the rule of law characterized by equality before the law, an independent judiciary, and separation of power. He believed that such rule of law protects democracy, safeguards individual freedoms and rights, and thus unleashes moments of social progress. Lipset (1994) likewise argued that the rule of law is a prerequisite of Democratic institutions because it brings order and predictability to the economy, polity, and society. La Porta et al. (1997, 1998, 1999) showed that common-law countries, compared to French-civil-law ones, tend to have better legal protection of corporate investors, less ownership concentration and more widely held corporations, and larger debt and equity markets. The literature shed light on the link between justice institutions and socio-economic development.

In the early 2000s, the rule of law emerged as a key institution for economic growth in the discipline of economics. Acemoglu et al. (2001) exploit differences in European mortality rates to estimate the effect of institutions on economic performance. They find large effects of inclusive institutions on economic growth, as measured by income per capita. After controlling for institutions, they find that countries in Africa or closer to the equator do not have lower incomes, suggesting that substantial economic gains would come from improving institutions. In “Institutions Rule,” Rodrik (2000) argues that institutions, rather than geography or openness to trade, are the key drivers of economic development. This perspective gained traction as well in the legal field and contributed to the emergence of the Third Moment in Law and Development Theory (Trubek and Santos, 2006).1 Beginning in the early 2000s, this momentum around the crucial role of institutions in development led international organizations such as The World Bank and the IMF to increasingly concentrate on governance and the rule of law as the primary means through which to promote economic prosperity around the world.

As we scrutinize in this literature review, growing scholarly efforts have provided ample empirical evidence on how justice facilitates economic development through various mechanisms. Justice institutions enforce contracts, promote incentives to invest, expand credit markets, encourage entrepreneurship. They also help resolve conflicts and violence, providing accountability for illegal actions, and avoiding tolls on economic and human development. Finally, effective justice institutions enhance citizens’ trust in public institutions and are linked to less corruption.

While initial papers on the role of institutions in development focused on broad theories, as the 2000s has progressed into the 2020s, studies of devel-
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1With the fall of the Iron Curtain in the 1990s, a resurgence in interest from across the academy and the legal domain has been reflected in the writings of former policymaker-scholars writing on the nexus of law and development (Carothers 2010; Dam 2007; Trubek and Santos 2006). However, the movement still has been lacking evidence for whether the law is an important factor in determining social or economic outcomes in developing societies (Davis and Trebilcock 2008).
opment have increasingly focused on more granular aspects of institutional strength (see Figure 1).

The institutionalist definition of the rule of law focuses on property rights and the efficient administration of justice. This mainly includes laws and regulations, the police, and the judiciary. Each of these institutions is under the control of different branches of government: laws are developed by the legislative branch, the police are controlled by the executive branch, and the judiciary is, in principle, independent. In this paper, we specifically focus on the judiciary. The judicial branch may include both formal and informal institutions that aim to resolve conflicts among citizens, or between citizens, corporations and/or the state.

The lack of high-frequency data is no longer an issue for many judiciaries. Recent years have seen an increase in the availability of data in judicial systems around the world. Many countries have developed electronic case management and e-filing systems. This has led to the creation of massive databases that track every characteristic of each case. In fact, this is by definition a characteristic of the fair administration of justice: everything that happens in a case needs to be tracked to prove the evidence behind fact-based decisions. Even though this data is readily available to policymakers, it has rarely been exploited to
evaluate policies or improve the functioning of the judiciary. In other words, courts have become data-rich but information-poor.

In the era of big data, the data revolution opens an immense range of opportunities. These opportunities may be used by policymakers and researchers to understand how to improve the access, quality and efficiency of justice. In a companion paper, we examine specific ways in which data has been used, or could be used, by government officials and researchers to make more progress in responding to the “small, concrete questions” that currently dominate the field of development economics. By providing responses to these questions, we will be able to rigorously evaluate the impact of rule of law institutions on the prosperity of developing nations in future years.

We divide this literature review into two papers. This paper studies the empirical evidence evaluating the impact of justice on development outcomes. Our review focuses on the impact on poverty reduction and firm growth, the prevention of conflict and violence, as well as on the prevalence of corruption and citizens’ trust in institutions. We highlight new avenues for researchers to fill the gaps in the knowledge of justice systems, as well as to leverage the data revolution to increase our understanding of “what works” in justice. In a companion paper, we discuss the importance of the data revolution in justice, focusing on the potential for judicial administrative and text data to improve the functioning of judicial institutions throughout the world, particularly in developing countries. We argue that the increase in data availability in judiciaries globally, especially since many have been compelled to transition to data-driven systems in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, has the potential to bring the rule of law back to center stage in the development agenda.

2 The Role of Justice in Development: Empirical Evidence

In this paper, we review the empirical evidence that evaluates to what extent justice matters for development outcomes. Specifically, we focus on three main aspects of development: economic growth, conflict and violence, and trust in institutions.

Overall, empirical evidence shows that the judiciary matters—not only for its intrinsic value, but also for its impact on development outcomes. First, a more efficient judiciary promotes economic growth through better enforcement of contracts and more secure property rights, while also leading to healthier business environments. The judicial system can incentivize entrepreneurship, have a positive effect on firms’ outcomes and growth, and even affect the output of other industries that heavily rely on contracting. Second, a more effective judiciary may also contribute to reducing violence, by creating a deterrent effect on criminal acts and increasing citizens’ trust in the quality of institutions. Formal institutions can protect vulnerable populations in contexts where customary laws are biased against them, as well as reduce violent resolution of
disputes through alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in contexts with a weak rule of law. Demand-side interventions such as legal aid clinics can also protect vulnerable populations, reducing domestic violence and child abuse. Third, a good judiciary enhances citizens’ trust in public institutions and reduces corruption, although more work is needed to better understand the mechanisms of causality. A summary of the findings is presented as a table in Appendix A.

2.1 How Does Justice Impact Poverty Reduction and Economic Growth?

Justice institutions have welfare implications for both aggregate and distributive outcomes. In the following subsections, we summarize empirical literature on the effects of justice institutions on entrepreneurship and firm growth, credit markets, and poverty reduction.

The empirical literature has established a causal link between contract enforcement and firm growth. Weak and inefficient enforcement hinders firm-to-firm trade, as there may be weaker incentives to cooperate in a contractual agreement if courts are slower and less reliable at enforcing contracts. This may also affect firms’ incentives to invest and distort production decisions, as firms rely solely on trusted sources rather than on the most efficient sources, avoid purchasing the inputs altogether, or switch to a different production process.

In addition to the impact on the intensive margin, such as improvements in productivity and investment decisions, justice institutions can affect the extensive margin, such as entrepreneurship and firm entry. The mechanisms include a greater presence of the judiciary through specialized courts, lower uncertainty in contract enforcement, and more effective adjudication of disputes. This impact may be particularly relevant for contract-intensive industries that are more likely to rely on the legal enforcement of contracts.

Efficient and effective enforcement also has a positive impact on credit markets. By reducing moral hazard, improved justice increases willingness to lend and access to credit. Generally, contract enforcement leads to lower credit costs and improves loan recovery. Nonetheless, in settings where the supply of credit is inelastic, a reform that improves the enforcement of loans can have heterogeneous effects, sometimes hurting small borrowers in favor of the wealthy.

Finally, the judiciary can play an important role in protecting the rights of minorities and vulnerable populations. Legal aid can be an effective avenue to improve the productivity and well-being of citizens in developing as well as developed countries. By providing access to justice and incentives to invest in one’s land, legal aid contributes to poverty reduction and economic growth. Thus, efforts to strengthen justice institutions and promote the rule of law can have positive effects on the lives of the poor, particularly by protecting the rights of marginalized and vulnerable populations.

Nonetheless, in many developing countries, citizens predominantly rely on customary systems to enforce their rights and resolve their disputes. This raises important questions as to the extent to which the formal justice system can
contribute to poverty reduction and economic growth in these contexts. More empirical work is needed on this crucial question.

2.1.1 The Impact of Effective Contract Enforcement on Firm Growth

At the beginning of the century, the literature established a positive relationship between institutional quality and economic development (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Pande and Udry, 2005; Rodrik, 2000; Rajan and Zingales, 1996). This literature distinguished two types of institutions: property rights institutions and contracting institutions. Contracting institutions refer to the legal framework that supports private contracts and reduces transaction costs, whereas property rights institutions are those that constrain government and elite expropriation. Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) distinguish between the effects of property rights institutions and contracting institutions on growth. Relying on cross-country data, these authors argue that, while strong institutional protection of property rights has a positive effect on economic growth, the effect of contracting institutions is not robust. They suggest that contracting institutions only matter for the form of financial intermediation and not for long-term growth, for which property rights institutions matter more. The latter mitigates the risk of expropriation, and therefore is more important for long-term growth, whereas the contracting risks are better mitigated by the parties themselves (through altering or renegotiating contractual terms) in the presence of weak institutions. In contrast, Nunn (2007) establishes that contract enforcement—measured as judicial quality—is essential for investment, explaining more of the pattern of trade than physical capital and skilled labor combined.

In recent years, a nascent literature using more robust empirical methods and better data sets has found a large impact of contracting institutions on firm growth (Amirapu, 2021; Chakraborty, 2016; Ahsan, 2013; Chemin, 2012). In reviewing the literature on contract enforcement, we summarize the effects of the speed and quality of judicial institutions, which lends strength to the relevance of the enforcement of contracts on various business and market outcomes. Specifically, an environment of effective contract enforcement promotes competitive credit markets, increases firm productivity by lowering contracting costs, and supplements other market-oriented reforms (Ahsan, 2013; Sequeira, 2016).

There are four main mechanisms highlighted in the literature that show a causal impact between contracting institutions and firm outcomes. First, weak enforcement might hinder firm-to-firm trade. There might be weaker incentives to cooperate in a contractual agreement if courts are slower and less reliable at enforcing contracts (Chemin, 2012). Second, weak enforcement might affect firms’ incentives to invest and distort production decisions. Crawford et al. (1978) demonstrate that slow courts will reduce investment if there is room for post-contractual opportunistic behavior by a firm’s partner once investment costs are sunk. Weak enforcement might also distort the input materials used by firms, as firms rely solely on trusted sources rather than on the most efficient sources, avoid purchasing the inputs altogether, or switch to a different produc-
tion process (Chakraborty et al., 2022). Third, slow enforcement increases the opportunistic behavior of borrowers. Creditors might respond to this strategic behavior by reducing the availability of credit (Aberra and Chemin, 2021; Jappelli et al., 2005). Fourth, better judicial enforcement might increase the probability of providing a loan as well as the recovery of loans.

Relying on papers up to 2010, Aboal et al. (2014) provide a systematic review of the causal link between contract enforcement and investment. The authors conclude that the empirical evidence establishing this link is weak, based on reviewing 19 empirical studies published between 1990 and 2010. Given the period of review, many of the studies take a broad, macro view of the relationship, rather than deep diving into the micro-foundations. Further, some of the studies reviewed conflate protection of property rights and general rule of law with contract enforcement, leading to the general conclusion of positive association between “contracting” institutions and capital accumulation. There has been an increase in empirical causal studies since 2010, which point to a more established connection between better judiciaries and better firm outcomes.

Particularly in India, three papers highlight a strong relationship between judicial efficiency and firm productivity. Ahsan (2013) studies the complementarity between the effects of trade liberalization and judicial efficiency on firm productivity (TFP). The author uses spatial variation in judicial efficiency (at lower level courts) as a key impediment or enabler to help pass-through of input tariff reduction on large firm productivity. His findings suggest that a relation-specific (as opposed to generic) input supply chain leads to the holdup problem, where the firm under-invests in the production of such inputs lest the buyer backs out. He finds that for a 10 percentage point drop in input tariffs, firms located in the 75th percentile of judicial efficiency gain an additional 3.6 percentage points in productivity when compared to those located in median judicial efficiency areas.

Similarly, Amirapu (2021) examines the effect of slow courts on the performance of firms in India. Using variation across industries in their reliance on contracts, along with variation across Indian states in the average speed of courts, the author finds a strong positive effect of court efficiency on firm growth. Transactions involving relationship-specific investments are more exposed to post-contractual opportunism and hence have a greater need for efficient contract enforcement. The paper finds that the interaction between state-level court efficiency and industry-level relationship-specificity is highly predictive of future growth in India’s formal manufacturing sector.

Boehm and Oberfield (2020) dig into the cost of weak contract enforcement on firms’ outcomes. Using microdata on Indian manufacturing plants, the authors show that in states with weaker enforcement—as measured by judicial lags—production and sourcing decisions appear systematically distorted. Among plants in industries that tend to rely more heavily on inputs that require customization, those in states with more congested courts shift their expenditures away from intermediate inputs, whereas they find the opposite in industries that tend to rely on standardized inputs. The authors find that weak enforcement exacerbates a holdup problem that arises when using inputs that
require customization, distorting both the intensive and extensive margins of input use. Poor contract enforcement distorts production in two ways. There is a direct impact: if a producer uses a supplier for which there is severe contracting friction, the use of that input will be distorted, which will directly lower productivity. There is also an indirect impact: a severe contracting problem might lead a producer to switch to a more costly supplier or less efficient technology to avoid the friction. On average across states, the boost to productivity is roughly 5%, and the potential gains of court improvements for the states with the most congested courts are roughly 10%. The authors conclude that the economic benefits of improving courts may be large. Preliminary results suggest that, for each year reduction in the average age of pending cases, the state's aggregate productivity would increase by about 3%.

2.1.2 Justice Effects on Entrepreneurship and Business Environments

Empirical evidence demonstrates the impact of justice on entrepreneurship and healthier business environments. Lichand and Soares (2014) explore the creation of Special Civil Tribunals in the Brazilian state of São Paulo during the 1990s. These tribunals increased the geographic presence of the justice system, simplified judicial procedures, and increased the speed of adjudication of disputes. According to the authors, these new courts achieved considerable success and improved the business climate throughout the country. Microenterprises, creditors and the general population rushed to these new courts, leading to a greater resolution of contractual disputes, a better business environment, and greater recovery of defaulted loans by creditors. The results find that these special civil tribunals led to increased entrepreneurship among individuals with higher levels of education. The authors estimate that, as a consequence of the creation of Special Civil Tribunals, the number of people starting new businesses in Brazil increased by 10% in just 10 years.

Three papers from India, Pakistan, and Senegal record similar effects when improving the overall efficiency of the justice system. In 2002, India modernized its antiquated Code of Civil Procedure. Chemin (2012) shows that simple changes, such as limiting adjournments, imposing time limits, and encouraging out-of-court settlements, decreased the time it took to resolve cases and, in doing so, led to a number of positive changes in the economic sphere, including greater investments in firms. Commercial firms that benefited increased their investment by 7.5%. The author also finds that slower judiciaries are associated with poorer outputs in manufacturing and agricultural trade.

A different study by the same author evaluates an innovative delay reduction program implemented in Pakistan (Chemin, 2009a). In this “Access to Justice Programme,” judges were trained on modern case flow management techniques, and a concerted effort was made to resolve the backlog of older cases. This improvement had a positive effect on factors related to economic development, including greater entrepreneurship in pilot districts. The author suggests that this reform, which only cost 0.1% of GDP, translated into an increase of 0.5%
of GDP.

In Senegal, Kondylis and Stein (2021) study the impact of a simple procedural reform on the efficiency and quality of adjudication. The reform gave judges the duty and powers to conclude pretrial proceedings within a four-month deadline. The length of the pretrial stage decreased by 42.9 days, the number of pretrial hearings was reduced, and there was no adverse impact on quality. The paper documents positive firm-level effects.

According to a study in Mexico, the effects of the legal system on firm size are more prominent for proprietorships—where risk is concentrated in a single owner—rather of partnerships and corporations (Laeven and Woodruff, 2007). The reason is that a judicial system of higher quality reduces the idiosyncratic risk faced by firm owners.

Overall, effects on firms mainly arise by an enabling environment to enforce contracts—with labor, with intermediate goods suppliers, with distributors, with lenders and others. The outcomes range from ease of entry, firm size, output, investment (especially efficient allocation of resources), productivity, and growth. A few papers quantify the consequences of lack of justice on firms, particularly in an environment of strife and conflict that leads firms to misallocate labor towards protection rather than towards productive tasks (Besley and Mueller, 2018). On the other hand, firms that are associated with the executive or the military (or those in power, more broadly) benefit from monopolistic distortions to the disadvantage of other firms (Guidolin and La Ferrara, 2007; Brown and Huang, 2020).

2.1.3 Justice Effects on Credit Markets

There is a general consensus in the literature on the positive effects of strong justice institutions on credit markets. Both the efficiency and quality of courts have been positively associated with better credit availability and the development of credit markets. The consensus also extends to the mechanism behind this effect: prevention of moral hazard through proper enforcement of the credit contracts and increasing competition between lenders. However, caution must be exercised in examining how increasing competition among lenders ultimately affects borrowers’ welfare, which would depend on the presence of well-developed insurance markets. The papers that address this issue (Horioka and Sekita, 2011; Besley et al., 2012; Lilienfeld-Toal et al., 2012) present cautionary evidence due to possible heterogeneous effects by wealth group, especially when the supply of credit is inelastic.

An initial set of papers using panel data across regions in different countries established a strong correlation between legal enforcement and credit availability (Cristini et al., 2001; Jappelli et al., 2005). In Argentina, Cristini et al. (2001) find strong results that provinces with poor legal enforcement have less credit available to borrowers and banks’ non-performing loans are higher. In Italy, Jappelli et al. (2005) show that provinces with longer trial durations or larger backlogs have less developed credit markets and lower credit availability. These papers suggest that improvements in the legal system would result in a
significant increase in the availability of credit.

In more recent years, researchers have used firm-level data along with more rigorous identification strategies to establish this relationship. In Italy, Schiarentarelli et al. (2016) show that firms are more likely to default against banks when legal enforcement is weak. Ponticelli and Alencar (2016) exploit the variation in the congestion of civil courts across Brazilian municipalities, along with a bankruptcy reform that improved creditors’ protection, to evaluate the effect of contract enforcement on firm access to finance, investment, and size. Since congestion can be endogenous, the authors use “extra jurisdiction”—an exogenous measure that increases the congestion of existing courts—as the instrument. The authors find that municipalities that are one standard deviation below the mean with respect to potential extra jurisdiction have 28.3% less congested courts and a 5% larger increase in secured loans per firm. That is, after the reform, firms with lower potential extra jurisdiction experienced a higher increase in secured loans to manufacturing firms and a higher increase in firm investment and output. Given these results, the authors make the case that an efficient judiciary is a necessary precondition for firms to benefit from financial reforms.

In India, Chemin (2009b) examines the effects of judicial trial duration on credit markets, agricultural development, and manufacturing performance, using measures of procedural complexity of judicial institutions as instruments. The author finds that slower judiciaries reduce access to credit markets in the agriculture sector, leading to depressed agricultural outputs. In addition, contract-intensive sectors of the economy, such as registered manufacturing, are negatively affected by weak judiciaries. Thus, these papers suggest that improvements in legal enforcement of contracts would result in a significant increase in the availability of credit and, as a result, spur economic outcomes.

In addition to judicial efficiency, the quality of courts is positively associated with firms’ willingness to lend. Shvets (2013) studies whether the creditor’s willingness to lend to a firm is affected by the quality of courts that protect the creditor’s rights. The author analyzes loans to 11,000 Russian firms between 1996 and 2002. Court quality is measured through the share of the court’s decisions appealed. Using panel data regressions and matching firms and courts, the authors find that creditors make more loans when their rights are protected by courts with lower appeal rates. In the context of Native American reservations in the United States, Brown et al. (2017) evaluate the impacts of assigning state courts to adjudicate contracts instead of tribal courts. The authors find that reservations assigned to state courts, which enforce contracts more predictably, have stronger credit markets. This result is associated with significantly higher per capita income, with stronger effects in sectors that depend more on external financing.

Beyond the availability of credit, judicial performance has also been linked to a lower cost of credit. Laeven and Majnoni (2005) use cross-country data and a measure of the ex-ante cost of bank credit to investigate the effect of judicial efficiency on banks’ lending spreads. The paper finds that judicial efficiency is an important determinant of interest rate spreads across countries,
suggesting that improvements in judicial efficiency are critical to lowering the cost of financial intermediation for households and firms. More recently, this relationship has been supported with analyses that combine firm-level data, within-country variations in the length of proceedings, and spatial regression discontinuity designs (Rodano, 2021).

Can judicial reforms be effective at improving the availability of credit and reducing its cost? Visaria (2009) evaluates the impact of the rollout of India’s Debt Recovery Tribunal (DRT) to evaluate this question. The DRT is an alternate contract enforcement system aimed at reducing delays in debt recovery suits and strengthen the rights of lenders to recover the assets of defaulting borrowers. Using the staggered rollout in the establishment of the DRT across India and a minimum claim amount by the lender, the paper implements a difference-in-difference design to study the effect on debt recovery, delinquency and, finally, the cost of credit for Indian firms. The author finds that the DRT increased the probability of timely payment of loan installments by 28 percentage points, and lowered the interest rates charged on loans.

Nonetheless, the credit market consequences of justice may be heterogeneous. Lilienfeld-Toal et al. (2012) find that, in contexts where the supply of credit is inelastic, the effects on small borrowers may be regressive. The authors show that India’s DRT actually increased new long-term borrowing and fixed assets for large borrowers, but decreased for small borrowers. The reason is that wealthier borrowers with more assets will be able to benefit more from the reform; if the supply is inelastic, this will hurt smaller borrowers. Similarly, Besley et al. (2012) argue that the consequences of improving property rights are likely heterogeneous by wealth group, depending as well on the competition between lenders. In Japan, Horioka and Sekita (2011) find support for the theory that improvements in judicial enforcement may reduce the bank’s incentive to adequately screen borrowers, making it harder to obtain credit for good-type borrowers, yet easier for the bad type, which may worsen credit allocation. Thus, the authors argue that better judicial enforcement facilitates the recovery of loans but may sometimes be socially harmful.

Finally, an understudied mechanism to improve credit markets is legal uncertainty (Lee et al., 2022). In the context of bankruptcy judges and corporate loans in Korea, the authors consider two types of uncertainty: idiosyncratic uncertainty, arising from the random assignment of cases to judges and then from the judge’s discretionary decision; and systematic uncertainty, arising from potential changes in regulations. They find that increased legal uncertainty reduces the size of credit markets. The loan volume at the firm-bank relationship level is higher when uncertainty is lower, there is more information about current judges, and when judge replacement occurs further in the future. More work is needed to understand better how to reduce legal uncertainty—e.g., through precedent, judge rotations, or greater transparency—and its potential effects on economic outcomes.
2.1.4 Legal Aid for Vulnerable Populations

The benefits of justice can only be realized if citizens and firms have sufficient access to justice institutions. According to the World Justice Project (2019), 5.1 billion people—approximately two-thirds of the world’s population—lack meaningful access to justice. This includes 1.4 billion people who have a criminal, civil, or administrative justice problem they cannot solve, and at least 253 million people who live in extreme conditions of injustice.

Interventions that empower clients of the judicial system may yield significant benefits, especially when the clients are unaware of their legal rights. Scholarship shows most of these interventions strengthen clients’ ability to obtain a remedy for their grievances. In fact, in the parts of the world where formal legal services are out of reach for people with modest means, they hold great promise as an alternative model of providing affordable and accessible advice or representation. Legal aid may also provide valuable assistance to vulnerable populations in high-income countries. The papers in this section show that legal aid may affect a wide range of outcomes. This assistance may be valuable in addressing essential aspects of citizens’ well-being across contexts.

In rural Kenya—a setting with very low access to formal institutions but with many land disputes—Aberra and Chemin (2021) gave access to the legal system to a treatment group by offering the services of a free lawyer for 2 years. The authors find relevant impacts of access to justice on farmers’ incentives to exert efforts and invest. Those who received the free lawyer increased the number of days worked on their land by 15% in comparison to those who did not. In addition, their investment increased by 21%, access to credit increased by 56%, and agricultural production increased by 42%. This experiment, which took place in a location where most people are small-scale farmers working and investing on their plot of land, provides evidence of the potential economic impact of providing access to legal aid for citizens with limited access to justice. These results are consistent with another study in Liberia where Sandefur and Siddiqi (2013) offered paralegals to a randomly selected treatment group. The authors find that this offer led to an increase in food security and household well-being.

Legal aid in housing-related interventions produced remarkable results in the United States. Seron et al. (2001) track the results of a legal assistance program for low-income tenants in New York City’s Housing Court. They find that legal counsel produces significant differences, as tenants who received aid are less likely to be evicted or denied rent abatement or repairs by landlords. These changes in outcomes are independent of the merits of the clients’ case. Greiner et al. (2013) observe a similar result when they offer limited or full legal assistance to occupants facing eviction in Boston. Approximately two-thirds of occupants in the treated group and one-third of occupants in the control group retained possession of their units at the end of litigation. Moreover, treated-group occupants received more payments or rent waivers worth a net of 7.5 months of rent per case than their control-group counterparts, on average.

In addition, predictive analytics may be relevant to understand when legal
aid may be more helpful to resolve disputes. In Mexico, the rate of settlement in specialized labor courts remains low because of overconfidence on the client-side and low-quality legal representation (Sadka et al., 2017). Many plaintiffs spent more on legal fees than what they recovered. Quality legal aid and clear predictions about the length of the trial are both effective in correcting these erroneous perceptions regarding their entitlement and the importance of particular types of evidence. As a result, more litigants chose to settle, freeing up space in court proceedings.

However, legal help may need to be dispensed with caution. Aberra and Chemin (2021) warn that offering free legal help on a large scale may flood the docket, offsetting the positive effects of intervention. Furthermore, both the practitioner’s lack of competency and the candidate’s reluctance to cooperate could compromise the quality of aid. In relation to this, Chemin (2020) finds that reforms improving access to the legal system must be accompanied by simultaneous improvements in court efficiency to generate an effect on economic outcomes.

2.2 How Does Justice Impact Conflict and Violence?

This section presents a review of the literature on the empirical connection between justice institutions and conflict. Here, conflict is defined as civil strife and physical violence, distinct from contractual disputes addressed in the preceding section. The socio-economic repercussions of such conflicts on development are substantial, and still require a deeper understanding of the judiciary’s preventive or deterrent roles.

The intertwined nature of conflict and institutions complicates the establishment of robust responses, even though there has been an uptick of this literature in recent years (Blattman and Miguel, 2010). For instance, Acemoglu et al. (2020b) find that, in scenarios where military units engage in extrajudicial killings, justice institutions play a critical role in ensuring accountability. The authors identified a rise in false positives (i.e., extrajudicial killings) in a period of high-powered incentives during Colombia’s counterinsurgency strategy. They find higher false positives in settings with weak local judicial institutions, which failed to hold military units and commanders accountable. Furthermore, in municipalities with a higher share of colonels, the high-powered incentives period also coincided with a worsening of local judicial institutions, suggesting an institutional degradation under strong military pressure in already fragile environments.

The evidence demonstrates the crucial role of justice institutions in protecting vulnerable groups such as minorities, women, and children from violence, both in conflict- and non-conflict-affected settings. This protection can be accomplished through specific interventions or fostering an overall atmosphere of trust in state institutions, providing protection when informal institutions are biased against them. In specific, Women Justice Centers and legal aid have been shown to play an important role in reducing gender-based violence. The enforcement of property rights can also enable women to have more bargaining
power in contracting environments as well as in informal settings, which can boost their well-being and health.

In post-conflict settings, many organizations direct their resources towards molding informal practices, in light of the lengthy process of rebuilding formal mechanisms and the risks associated with declaring winners and losers in a post-conflict setting. Community-level initiatives yield mixed results. For example, Blattman et al. (2014) observed that Liberian communities that underwent mass ADR educational campaigns exhibited higher resolution of land disputes and decreased violence. However, these communities also experienced more extrajudicial punishments and heightened non-violent disagreements.

Finally, justice institutions play a pivotal role in crime deterrence and encouraging desistance from crime. Courts can play a role in blocking pathways to criminal conduct—whether by increasing the threat of punishment, offering specialized courts to deal with specific legal violations, reducing the likelihood of recidivism, or increasing trust in institutions. Most of the empirical evidence in this field comes from either the United States or European countries, although recent empirical evidence from Brazil also shows the impact of the judiciary in deterring crime in a developing country setting.

It is important to further acknowledge that conflicts can reciprocally impact judicial decisions. For example, a study by Shayo and Zussman (2011) on Israeli courts during the Second Intifada revealed a connection between in-group bias in judicial decision-making and the previous year’s violence intensity. The long-term effects of conflict were emphasized in a subsequent study, where Shayo and Zussman (2017) show a persistent positive association between past violence intensity and judicial bias, even post-conflict.

Although research elucidating the causal relationship between justice and conflict is growing, it remains limited due to data scarcity in conflict zones and potential manipulation or destruction of existing data. The reviewed papers employ various non-experimental designs to scrutinize this relationship and assess the economic cost of conflict and violence. Also, individual-level interventions like mediation and legal clinics can be analyzed using experimental methods where feasible, as highlighted in some of the following studies.

### 2.2.1 Interventions Involving Disadvantaged Groups Vulnerable to Violence

Due to sources of oppression including socioeconomic status, gender, race, or sexual orientation, disadvantaged groups are exposed to greater risks in the wake of unrest and violence. How law and justice, the very foundation of stability and reconstruction, interact with these groups and address the challenges they face provides a useful perspective for studying the underlying causes of interpersonal and collective violence. Recognizing that individuals may hold membership within multiple social groups and their aggregate identities converge in unique experiences, this section does not limit itself to rigid characterizations. The literature shows that the rule of law protects vulnerable groups from harm and boosts their well-being.
Owen and Portillo (2003) assess the efficacy of legal aid clinics targeting economically disadvantaged women in Ecuador. They show that women who had access to these clinics were 20% more likely to receive an award in favor, 10.4% more likely to receive payments for child support, and experienced lower domestic violence than those who did not. Thus, unencumbered access to judicial institutions or mediation can protect vulnerable populations by reducing domestic violence. Sandefur et al. (2015) investigate the consequences of providing free legal aid to police detainees in Sierra Leone. The results are no less noteworthy than civil legal aid: the release of detainees without charge increased by 13% and the share of inmates held on remand reduced by 20%. Although legal aid did not visibly reduce bribes or police extortions, suggestive evidence indicates it still removed some constraints on police resources.

Besides legal clinics, as Cappelletti et al. (1982) point out, institutions such as community justice centers, arbitration, and public interest litigation are another way legal professionals can join forces to serve disadvantaged groups. As providers of police and legal services, these centers can also act as a source of employment by recruiting officers from these groups. All-Women’s Justice Centers (WJCs) in Peru are an example of this. Kavanaugh et al. (2018) find the opening of a WJC in Peru increased reporting and prosecutions for gender-specific crimes by 40% and reduced gender-based violence by 10%. WJCs also impact more than one generation, demonstrated by a substantial increase in human capital investments, enrollment, attendance, and test scores among children. In Papua New Guinea, Cooper (2019) finds that the presence of community police officers, particularly female officers, increases the probability of violence against women being reported, while reducing the perceived prevalence of violence against women.

The rule of law not only protects vulnerable groups from harm, it also enhances their overall health and bargaining power. For example, in Sub-Saharan Africa, legal origins and judicial mechanisms ensuring the enforcement of property rights enable women to negotiate safe sex practices with strength and lessen their risk of contracting HIV (Anderson, 2018). Anderson reports that female HIV rates are significantly higher in common law Sub-Saharan African countries compared to civil law ones. Common law is associated with weaker female marital property laws, which leaves women lower bargaining power within the household. The author demonstrates that women are therefore less able to negotiate safe sex practices and are thus more vulnerable to HIV in common law countries, compared to their civil law counterparts. At the individual level, reducing these groups’ vulnerability necessitates a holistic approach that removes the particular barriers they encounter in acquiring resources and power. At the very root is their impeded access to justice, often engendered by a lack of awareness or physical access, reinforced by a mistrust of formal institutions or a fear of backlash for seeking help. To rectify these factors, modern interventions usually involve providing immediate legal assistance for short-term relief, and education programs to improve long-term outcomes and reduce recidivism.

Legal institutions are also actively cultivating a society-wide atmosphere of trust and increasing disadvantaged groups’ bargaining power. In India, lower
caste and female entrepreneurs gain more from better judicial enforcement of contract rights than their higher caste and male counterparts, possibly because informal dispute resolution mechanisms are dominated by upper-caste men (Chakraborty et al., 2022). The same phenomenon occurs in Liberia (Sandefur and Siddiqi, 2013). Without legal aid, litigants with relatively lower social positions paid more bribes to overcome the biases they suffered at the hands of informal institutions. They are more likely to use formal forums for better protection of their rights.

In addition to protecting disadvantaged groups, these impacts are closely linked to those studied in the previous section referred to poverty reduction and economic growth. First, both contract enforcement and local-level interventions for justice or conflict resolution are predicated on the rule of law, an essential element for the functioning of any society. Even though they might seem to target distinct areas—one the macroeconomic landscape and the other community-level issues—they are part of the same ecosystem, striving for a fair, functioning society that bolsters both economic growth and social justice. Second, contract enforcement promotes economic growth by establishing a reliable environment for transactions, reducing risks, and encouraging investment. While this seems a broad and distant concept, the impacts directly trickle down to individuals in the form of job opportunities, consumer choice, and overall economic security. Third, providing legal protections to vulnerable populations is not just a moral imperative, but also an economic one. Economies thrive when everyone can contribute and participate in the economic system. Ensuring legal protection helps prevent marginalization of certain groups, fostering a more inclusive economic growth. For instance, unequal bargaining power can lead women to segregate into low-return industries and avoid entrepreneurship altogether, and improved access to adjudicating institutions can improve their overall economic activity (Ashraf et al., 2019). This inclusion brings a wider array of skills, talents, and ideas into the economy, thereby spurring innovation and growth, and benefiting the overall society. While these topics may seem far removed from one another, they are actually intricately connected, contributing to a robust, inclusive, and just economic system.

2.2.2 The Effect of Justice on Crime and Recidivism

A considerable body of literature in economics and related disciplines has extensively examined crime prevention, although the majority of studies focus on the United States and other developed countries. Recent literature reviews have evaluated the empirical evidence on crime deterrence (Chalfin and McCrary, 2017; Nagin, 2013) and crime desistance (Doleac, 2021). In this section, we provide a summary of the main findings from these literature reviews and highlight the role of the judiciary in preventing crime.

Chalfin and McCrary (2017) categorize the literature on crime deterrence into three general areas. First, they investigate how crime rates respond to the likelihood of apprehension, which primarily involves the police, such as police manpower or policing intensity. Second, the authors examine the sensitivity
of crime to changes in the severity of criminal sanctions, including sentence enhancements, habitual offender laws, capital punishment regimes, and disparities in sanctions faced by different individuals. The third category explores the impact of local labor-market conditions on crime rates.

Overall, Chalfin and McCrary (2017) find consistent evidence that crime is influenced by police manpower and the presence of attractive legitimate job opportunities. The relationship between the severity of criminal sanctions, which is more directly related to the judiciary, and crime deterrence is less clear. Deterrence effects resulting from prison sentences, unlike the other two categories, are experienced in the future, which may diminish their importance for individuals who have a myopic perspective or a high discount rate. Moreover, potential offenders may be less aware of changes in prison sentences compared to changes in policing and local labor market conditions. Nevertheless, the authors find some evidence of deterrence resulting from policies targeting specific offenders with sentence enhancements (Helland and Tabarrok, 2007; Drago et al., 2009).

Apart from crime deterrence, extensive analysis has been conducted on crime desistance, which is crucial for violence prevention. As will be discussed in Section 2, the fair administration of criminal justice significantly impacts the economic outcomes of individuals and society as a whole. In the United States, two-thirds of individuals released from prison are re-arrested within three years, and half of them are re-incarcerated (Durose et al., 2014). This phenomenon is primarily driven by a group of individuals who cycle repeatedly through the criminal justice system (Rhodes et al., 2016). This raises the question of how to effectively handle individuals who have committed one or more crimes and which interventions can reduce their recidivism rates and improve social welfare. Doleac (2021) summarizes the existing empirical evidence on interventions that may decrease recidivism and enhance social welfare.

According to such review, there are various ways in which the judiciary and prisons may play a significant role in crime desistance. For instance, two studies—one in the U.S. and one in Germany—find that increasing non-carceral punishments such as fines or probation (in the context of DUI and traffic offenses) has a deterrent effect on reoffending (Hansen, 2015; Gehrsitz, 2017). In addition, replacing short prison sentences or pre-trial detention with electronic monitoring has shown net benefits in reducing recidivism, possibly due to avoiding the criminogenic effects of prison, and it may improve secondary school completion for young offenders in Argentina, France, and Denmark (Di Tella and Schargrodsky, 2013; Hennequell et al., 2016; Larsen, 2017). However, the evidence on increasing prison sentences for individuals at the margin of incarceration shows mixed effects on future offending and employment outcomes.

Two studies—one conducted in Maryland, USA, and the other in France—highlight the importance of the disparity between actual time served in prison and the initially expected sentence (Bushway and Owens, 2013; Monnery, 2016). Conditional on the time served, individuals whose recommended sentences are longer tend to have a higher likelihood of recidivating after release.

Furthermore, drug courts, as an alternative to regular courts, can reduce recidivism rates (Prins et al., 2015). Courts can also enhance access to employ-
ment opportunities by providing rehabilitation certificates, shifting the risk of hiring someone from the employer to the courts (Leasure and Andersen, 2016).

In a cross-country analysis using micro-data from 25 European countries, Mocan et al. (2020) find that higher judicial quality, measured via the appointment procedures of judges and prosecutors, generates a two-fold effect: first, it diminishes individuals’ criminal and dishonest behaviors; and second, it reduces tolerance for unlawful behavior and increases regard for the rule of law, impacting society as a whole.

Empirical evidence on how courts in developing countries can reduce crime and recidivism is mostly lacking. Prior research has identified various obstacles to responding to such questions, such as the lack of data on judicial performance, the fact that crime and legal capacity have common determinants, and the fact that crime can affect judicial efficacy (Fazel and Wolf, 2015; Ferraz and Schiavon, 2022). Nonetheless, as more judicial data becomes available and accessible, more research is starting to fill in this gap. For instance, in a recent paper, Ferraz and Schiavon (2022) ask whether better judicial systems can prevent crime. The authors find that improvements in judicial capacity reduce violent crime rates and increase the number of convicted prisoners in Brazil.

Other studies have also highlighted pathways to criminal conduct in which courts can play a role. For instance, in Colombia, less crowded prison facilities with better infrastructure are associated with a 36% drop in the rate of recidivism (Tobon, 2022). In addition, reforms in court systems, such as the creation of specialized courts in both developed and developing countries, have proven effective in reducing offenses because of the specialized courts’ expertise, streamlined processes, and inclusion of additional non-legal expertise and services, such as reconciliation and mental health support (Gramckow and Walsh, 2013). In Argentina, more liberal judges tend to impose electronic monitoring, rather than detention, on pretrial suspects, and assigning electronic monitoring, compared to detention, caused less recidivism (Di Tella and Schargrodsky, 2013). In Chile, pretrial detention significantly undermines first-time defendants’ future labor outcomes by excluding them from the labor market and inflicting social stigma (Grau et al., 2021).

Despite the limited empirical evidence, how courts in developing countries and especially fragile and conflict-affected countries impact crime and recidivism is a key issue worth studying further. Lack of access to high-quality justice disproportionately impacts low-income countries and the poorest population. By 2030, according to the World Bank, over two-thirds of the world’s six billion people living in extreme poverty will be residing in fragile and conflict-affected countries (Corral et al., 2020), precisely where policymakers and researchers lack data on justice systems. In Section 4 of this article, we propose investing in data infrastructure and human capital to better collect and leverage data in conducting research, making informed policies, and accomplishing downstream socio-economic development described in this section.
2.3 Do Better Judicial Institutions Enhance Trust and Reduce Corruption?

The fundamental basis of modern democracies is the separation of the executive, legislative and judicial branches of government. When deriving the trias politica model, Montesquieu realized that “every man invested with power is apt to abuse it, and to carry his authority as far as it will go” (Montesquieu, 1748). In order to prevent this abuse, a system was designed in which “power should be a check to power”, and the three branches would be separated, autonomous and independent from each other. In particular, the judiciary would hold accountable the other two branches and ensure fair resolution of conflicts among citizens. Even though the judiciary should hold accountable the other two branches of government, the empirical relationship between these two concepts is not so clearly defined.

Conceptually, the judiciary should play a crucial role in monitoring corruption as well as ensuring the integrity and quality of justice. A weak justice sector provides the ideal environment for corruption to expand and persist without being monitored. Moreover, when the justice sector institutions are seen as part of the corruption problem, access to a fair trial, and thus the quality of justice, are severely undermined. A corrupt judiciary opens the room for the powerful and wealthy to escape prosecution and conviction, and it may also preclude the rest of the population from their rightful access to a fair trial.

Despite being dubbed a “victimless crime,” corruption imposes hefty efficiency and equity costs on actors varying from governments to private firms to individuals (Olken and Pande, 2012). Not only does it stunt economic growth, it might also invite political turmoil and diminish the quality of life. This section reviews literature on the effects of regulatory institutions as well as overall governance structures imposing checks and balances on various components of state institutions. More empirical evidence on the impact of the judiciary on monitoring corruption would be valuable. There is substantial evidence of the pervasive effects of corruption, and it is also widely acknowledged that better courts are associated with less corruption. Yet, the precise mechanisms through which better judiciaries could reduce the incidence of corruption are yet to be documented with rigorous empirical evidence.

Furthermore, we think of corruption and integrity as tightly linked to trust in institutions. First, a fundamental aspect of a functioning legal system and societal development is the rule of law, which implies that laws are publicly promulgated, equally enforced, and independently adjudicated. If corruption exists, it undermines this concept, and trust in the legal system erodes. Second, trust in public institutions, including the legal system, is key to good governance. Corruption compromises this trust and can lead to cynicism and disengagement among citizens, which can stymie societal and economic development. Third, lower trust in institutions may also contribute to exacerbating corruption. When people do not trust their institutions or the judiciary, they might be less likely to shed light on corrupt activities and more likely to engage in corruption. Overall, trust is key for social and economic development, as it encourages cooperation.
among individuals and communities. Corruption can erode this trust and can lead to social fragmentation, slowing social development. We review recent evidence showing the judiciary’s role in enhancing trust in formal institutions, and note that more empirical evidence is needed as well on this topic.

2.3.1 Justice and Corruption

The role of courts in curbing corruption is widely acknowledged in the literature. This link is traced back to the origins of law systems, with different motivations leading to the formation of unique structures. Glaeser and Shleifer (2002) argued that the motivation to reduce the effects of coercion and corruption in adjudication explains the crucial difference between French civil law and English common law that originated in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The French king selected professional, state-employed judges to counter powerful local feudal lords, whereas weaker English magnates opted for layman juries as a countermeasure to the potent English state.

In modern times, Glaeser and Goldin (2006) posits that factors such as the separation of powers, federalism, and professionalization in the judiciary have contributed to increased prosecution and conviction of corruption in the United States. Empirical evidence further supports the connection between courts and reduced corruption. Alt and Lassen (2008), using cross-sectional data from the late 1990s, find that elected U.S. state supreme court judges curbed corruption more effectively than their appointed counterparts. In Brazil, Litschig and Zamboni (2015) find that the presence of state judiciary reduced local rent extraction by 10%. However, these positive impacts could result more from de facto and behavioral judicial independence rather than de jure independence. For instance, the power of judges to draft opinions and enforce judgments could outweigh formal rules shielding them from external pressure, such as fixed tenure or an independent budget (Ríos-Figueroa and Staton, 2014).

Despite these findings, a gap remains in the empirical understanding of the precise mechanism through which courts lower corruption. On the contrary, substantial evidence from countries like India and Pakistan shows how corruption can influence judicial decision-making to favor the executive. In India, Aney et al. (2021) and Poblete-Cazenave (2021) have found that judges may rule in favor of the government in hopes of securing prestigious post-court careers, and that politicians in power tend to receive favorable treatment when facing criminal accusations, respectively.

This trend of corruption impacting judicial impartiality and independence is also common in many developing countries, leading to unjust verdicts. In such a context, the question then becomes: how can this corrupt influence be reduced?

In China, Zhang (2023) finds that an anti-corruption campaign aimed at combating political interference in courts managed to reduce the win rates of politically connected firms by 6.3%, leading to a reduction in corrupt politicians’ influence on judicial decisions and an improvement in the overall quality of decisions. Beyond judicial outcomes, the author links judicial independence and
impartiality to economic growth by investigating how regional economic performance responded to the increase in judicial independence and impartiality caused by anti-corruption campaigns. Overall, it finds that this improvement sparked increased investment, labor, output, and productivity in cities with poorly functioning judiciaries relative to those with stronger ones. A similar dynamic is studied in Pakistan. Mehmood (2021) finds that switching the judge selection process from Presidential appointment to peer-judge appointment resulted in fewer rulings in favor of the government and improved the quality of judicial decisions.

These findings indicate the potential influence of the executive on the judiciary, suggesting corruption and a compromise of judicial independence. Greater independence in judicial appointments, as well as judicial anti-corruption campaigns, can mitigate this impact and enhance economic development. This then also raises the question of whether more independent and robust judiciaries may also be able to reduce the prevalence of corruption in the public administration. Despite being theoretically established, greater empirical evidence on the source of mechanisms of this reduction would be beneficial.

2.3.2 Effects of Justice on Trust

Wielding the power of judicial review, courts in modern democracies represent a key component in the system of checks and balances. The integrity of the judiciary is fundamental to the delivery of justice, citizens’ well-being, and a nation’s stability. Thus, enhancing citizens’ trust in judicial institutions is a potential way to ensure other civil and political processes run smoothly. Empirical evidence points in fact to the role of the judiciary in enhancing trust in formal institutions, in addition to its association with lower crime and democracy promotion.

Acemoglu et al. (2020a) find that providing information on the improved efficiency of Pakistani state courts improved citizens’ trust in the state. Citizens reported higher willingness to use state courts, greater trust in them, and larger allocations of funds to these courts. Choi (2010) offers suggestive evidence on courts’ influence on crime reduction and democracy promotion. From 1984 to 2004, his survey of 131 countries indicates that impartial judicial systems are consistently better equipped to redress the grievances of citizens, cultivating a perception of legitimacy and lessening their tendency to turn to terrorist activities.

In a study based on judicial data from the EU Justice Scoreboard, Gutmann and Voigt (2020) found that citizens’ perception of judicial independence at the national level is negatively associated with the presence of formal legislation considered conducive to judicial independence. The authors suggest that this puzzle is explained by cultural traits: countries with high levels of generalized trust (and to a lesser extent individualistic countries) show increased levels of de facto judicial independence, while also having reduced levels of de jure judicial independence.

Overall, these pointers suggest that justice plays an important role in citi-
zens’ trust in institutions, yet more empirical evidence is needed. For instance, it is unclear whether it is through greater efficiency, access, quality, or independence that judiciaries may contribute to enhanced trust. Furthermore, this question may be particularly important in the context of overlapping formal and customary justice institutions, as is the case of a large number of developing countries.

2.4 Summary of Evidence

In this paper, we find that justice institutions play a significant role in economic development, particularly through their impact on economic growth and credit markets, the protection of vulnerable populations, their capacity to deter violence and their influence over people’s trust in institutions. Effective judiciaries are also perceived to reduce corruption, although more empirical evidence is needed.

First, we review the evidence on the impact of justice on economic outcomes. The evidence finds that contract enforcement reduces moral hazard, can increase the competitiveness of credit markets, and plays an important role in firms’ investments and productivity. Weak enforcement affects firms’ incentives to invest, thus reducing productivity, and distorts the production materials used by firms, leading them to switch to more costly suppliers or less efficient technologies.

Judicial institutions also influence entrepreneurship and the overall business environment. For example, new tribunals that increased the presence and the efficiency of the justice system in Brazil led to increased entrepreneurship and healthier business environments (Lichand and Soares, 2014). Similar effects on entrepreneurship were found in a training program for judges in Pakistan (Chemin, 2009a). Overall, an effective justice system enables firms to enforce contracts, facilitates ease of entry, influences firm size, investment, productivity, and growth, while a lack of justice can lead to misallocation of labor and distortions favoring powerful firms.

We find consensus on the positive impact of judicial institutions on credit markets, both via credit availability and the development of credit markets. Efficient and high-quality courts, along with proper enforcement of credit contracts, help prevent moral hazard and increase competition between lenders. Additionally, the quality of courts influences lenders’ willingness to lend, and improvements in judicial efficiency have been associated with a lower cost of credit. However, the credit market consequences of justice may vary, with potential regressive effects on small borrowers when the supply of credit is inelastic.

Greater access to justice through legal aid can play a crucial role in the well-being of vulnerable populations, even in very different contexts. In the United States, legal aid is shown to reduce the likelihood of eviction for those at risk and increase tenants’ likelihood of retaining possession of their units. In developing country contexts such as rural Kenya or Liberia, legal aid may increase farmers’ investments and the productivity of their work, and even increase recipients’ food security and economic well-being. Given the size of the global justice
gap, i.e. 1.5 billion citizens who lack access to justice, the capacity of justice institutions to enhance the well-being of poor citizens in developing countries may be worthy of particular attention.

Second, we review the connection between justice institutions and the presence of conflict and violence. Even though the literature in this field is scarce—mostly due to the endogeneity of conflict with institutions and the lack of granular and reliable data—in recent years a growing body of literature has focused on the ways to redress conflict.

The evidence at the macro level between institutions and conflict is still limited. There is evidence that conflict affects justice, for example, via the impact of in-group bias in judicial decision-making, as in the case of Israel (Shayo and Zussman, 2011, 2017). On the opposite direction, there is suggestive evidence that an increase in judicial quality may reduce criminal and dishonest behaviors, increase regard for the rule of law and reduce tolerance of unlawful behavior (Choi, 2010). Furthermore, greater judicial accountability may reduce extrajudicial killings in counterinsurgency strategies (Acemoglu et al., 2020b).

Different interventions at the micro level have proven to be effective at reducing violence in the resolution of disputes. An important justice-related one is alternative dispute resolution, which in post-conflict Liberia led to increased resolution of land disputes and lower violence, despite an increase in non-violent disagreements. Evidence also shows that legal aid clinics play a crucial role at protecting vulnerable populations at risk of violence. For example, legal aid clinics may reduce domestic violence and increase human capital investments. An example of this are Women Justice Centers in Peru (Kavanaugh et al., 2018). These clinics attended by women substantially reduced gender-based violence and increased children educational performance throughout the country. Beyond legal clinics and informal institutions, formal justice institutions may be particularly important at protecting vulnerable populations in contexts where customary laws are biased against them.

Third, we review the evidence linking justice, trust and corruption. Empirical evidence supports the role of effective judiciaries in enhancing citizens' trust in public institutions. However, even though the relationship between justice and corruption may sound evident, we find some, but not abundant, empirical evidence demonstrating the role of the judiciary in monitoring or deterring corruption. Specifically, there is some evidence on the causal relationship between better courts and reduced corruption. In parallel, the literature highlights the influence that the executive may have on the judiciary, which undermines judicial independence and may be indicative of corruption. Greater independence may be achieved by preventing Presidential appointment of judges, as in the case of Pakistan (Mehmood, 2021).

The evidence suggests that impartial judicial systems contribute to cultivating a perception of legitimacy and lessen people’s tendencies to turn to terrorist activities (Choi, 2010). In addition, disclosure laws that require individuals or corporations to divulge information are associated with less corruption and stronger governments (Djankov et al., 2010).

Courts also matter for people’s trust in formal institutions. Improved infor-
mation on court efficiency may increase willingness to use courts, trust in them, and allocations to courts in comparison to other informal institutions.

Our summary of the evidence warrants four important caveats. First, the impact of the judiciary will depend upon the type of regime that prevails in a country. Most empirical evidence presented in this paper studies the impact on democratic regimes. However, the effect under other systems of government may be significantly different. Autocratic regimes oftentimes ensure that the judicial system is subservient and highly responsive to the government. In such contexts, it is unclear whether a more efficient or stronger judiciary will actually benefit society as a whole. Moustafa and Ginsburg (2008) question whether judicial reform may lead to political transitions, even though they realize that courts may have the potential to open a space for activists to mobilize for political change.

Second, most empirical evidence is concentrated in a limited set of regions. Despite our efforts to review the evidence in developing countries, we find that South Asia, the United States and Europe are better represented in empirical research related to the judicial system—particularly in the link between justice and firms. In contrast, Sub-Saharan Africa, East Asia, and Latin America are underrepresented in these studies. Microeconomic evidence on judicial reforms is just growing in recent years. Greater empirical evidence would be highly valuable to understand the broader impact of justice and the rule of law on development.

Third, this article focuses on the judiciary as part of the formal justice institutions and does not lend itself to adequate discussions of the informal counterparts. Even in places with strong state capacity, such as the United States, distrust of formal institutions among minorities could turn them to the informal “code of the street” (Anderson, 2000). In developing countries with weak state capacity, informal channels of justice are more prominent. A survey experiment in Mali shows that participants consider customary institutions to be quicker, fairer, and less likely to require payment for the resolution of a land dispute than the formal court system (Winters and Conroy-Krutz, 2021). Blattman et al. (2014) showed that community-level campaigns promoting ADR increased the resolution of land disputes and reduced violence. Again, it is important to recognize that informal justice institutions are not the panacea, but often complement ineffective legal systems. As discussed earlier, sometimes formal justice institutions take on the responsibility of rectifying biases, discrimination, and power imbalances embedded in social norms (Chakraborty et al., 2022; Sandefur and Siddiqi, 2013)). We welcome more scholarly efforts in understanding how formal and informal justice institutions interact with each other (Cohen, 2022; Olson and Dzur, 2004). Furthermore, legal reform advocates will need to consider preferences for customary justice institutions when considering plausible reforms (Winters and Conroy-Krutz, 2021).

Finally, we note that a meta-analysis of the cited studies would be an important contribution to the literature. The growing use of registered randomized control trials can facilitate an assessment of all interventions and mechanisms in a harmonized manner.
3 New Avenues for Research

Better empirical evidence should fill in the gap in academic literature regarding both how to improve judiciaries as well as the mechanisms through which better judiciaries may influence development outcomes.

Most research is concentrated on the efficiency of and access to justice, rather than on its quality or integrity. Reducing legal uncertainty may be an additional mechanism through which justice could contribute to development outcomes, even though this has been understudied (Lee et al., 2022). A better understanding of the relative impact of each of these indicators would be beneficial to identify the main barriers and opportunities to improve justice. Despite numerous academic discussions on the topic, it is unclear whether trade-offs exist between greater efficiency, quality, and access to justice. For instance, it remains an open question whether the speedier resolution of cases comes at the expense of procedural defects, or whether wider access might increase case filings and lead to a slower resolution of cases. In addition, the relative importance of each metric for different legal actors may vary widely, as judges, lawyers, and litigants might have different interests and incentives. Thus, the evaluation of judicial reforms should take into consideration how key justice metrics interact and the relative importance of each of these metrics for citizens and policymakers in distinct contexts.

The closing of courtrooms during the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of understanding how to leverage technology well. Technological applications should be subject to rigorous testing and evaluation to understand how they affect key justice metrics. Researchers should leverage NLP methods—further studied in the companion paper—to assess the impact of automatizing the revision of judicial decisions, improve legal training, and address judicial biases. In addition, given the extent of the global justice gap, the capacity of these innovations to bring the judiciary closer to citizens is worthy of future research and evaluation.

The impact of the rule of law on conflict and violence deserves particular attention in future research, a subject which is at once complex and essential to addressing instability in fragile, conflict-prone and violent (FCV) settings. Given the rise in violent conflict since 2010 and the expectation for FCV countries to host up to two-thirds of the world’s extreme poor by 2030 (World Bank, 2022), further empirical evidence evaluating the role of the rule of law and the judiciary in these settings becomes of paramount importance to build safer and more prosperous societies. Furthermore, more empirical evidence is also needed to better understand the political economy of justice reform, both in fragile and stable settings. Implementing judicial reforms often requires navigating complex political and economic factors, where there are vested interests in the judiciary. For instance, the judiciary may be subject to political interference, which can undermine the effectiveness of reform efforts. Identifying the conditions under which judicial reforms succeed in practice, or under which governments weaken the judiciary, would also be valuable in developing effective strategies for promoting the rule of law and building more stable and prosperous societies.
Future research should evaluate the relationship between formal and informal dispute resolution mechanisms and their comparative advantages in providing effective resolutions that contribute to stability and long-term peace. The role that unresolved grievances and inaccessible justice systems may play in future conflict also deserves further attention. In contexts with a weak rule of law or a large presence of organized crime, the effect of strengthening the judiciary and its impact on peace, economic outcomes or corruption still needs to be empirically studied. Moreover, further research is needed to better understand how judiciaries affect the relationships between ethnicities. Ethnic nationalism being “the leading source of group cohesion and intergroup civil conflict” (Blattman and Miguel, 2010), a better judicial system could theoretically prove very relevant in reducing ethnic tensions and deterring conflict, yet there is insufficient evidence on the subject.

A new avenue of research should evaluate the potential of a stronger judiciary to reduce corruption. To what extent can a stronger judiciary hold accountable corrupt politicians and government officials? What interventions could achieve greater judicial independence—and would they lower corruption in society? What is the specific impact of a corrupt judiciary on development outcomes such as poverty, violence and overall corruption? These questions mostly remain unanswered. Big data may offer new ways to evaluate the independence or quality of the judiciary, for example, by identifying outlier decisions in comparison to similar decisions based on fact patterns and legal precedent. Empirical research on these topics may become promising in the fight against corruption.

For empirical evidence to truly contribute to development, greater diversity in the countries and contexts of study is essential. Our review shows that few countries—mostly in South Asia, Europe, and North America—concentrate most research on justice. There is less research on the role of justice in Sub-Saharan and North Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia. Extending the geographical presence of research is important for a variety of reasons. On the research side, it provides greater external validity to ongoing research and brings new perspectives, contexts and challenges into consideration. On the policy side, these regions tend to concentrate a significant number of the poor as well as the conflict-affected areas.

Challenges related to the unreliability and unavailability of data pose a conundrum: countries that stand to gain the most from data-driven technologies lack the resources and data infrastructure to take advantage of them. However, with sufficient training, support, and testing of new innovations to collect and analyze data there is the capacity to overcome such challenges. Addressing these will be essential to ensuring that the promise of technological innovations and data-driven decision-making reach those who need it the most.
Appendices

A Summary of the Literature Review

The following table summarizes the findings from the literature review. The review has focused on empirical papers that aim to demonstrate a causal relation between the justice system and development outcomes. The review primarily includes experimental or quasi-experimental studies that connect the judiciary with key development outcomes such as economic growth, peace and stability, and integrity and trust in institutions. The specific methods used in each paper are summarized in the following table. This summary shows that most papers rely on quasi-experimental methods, while RCTs are more commonly used for legal aid interventions. Non-causal work is only included when necessary to provide context on potential mechanisms that have not been sufficiently studied. Additionally, a brief revision of the macro literature is included to better understand the evolution of the field over the past decades. The review primarily focuses on developing countries, but also includes literature on developed countries to complement the lessons learnt on economic development more broadly.

Notes: In the following table, FE refers to “fixed effects”, IV refers to “instrumental variables”, DiD refers to “differences-in-differences”, RD refers to “regression discontinuity”, Review refers to a literature review, and RCT refers to “randomized controlled trial”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Goals</th>
<th>Impact Areas</th>
<th>Source (Judicial Improvements)</th>
<th>Specific Results (Evidence on Outcomes and Benefits)</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Authors (Year of Pub), Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Economic Growth   | Investment and firm growth    | Improved contract enforcement through:  
- Faster adjudication and backlog reduction  
- Simplified judicial procedures  
- Increased out-of-court settlements  
- Improved enforcement of regulation  
- Specialized tribunals expanding the presence of the justice system | - Boost firm-to-firm trade  
- Align production and investment incentives  
- Prevents switching to more costly suppliers or less efficient technology to avoid contracting frictions  
- Enhance firm-level outputs  
- Encourage entrepreneurship  
|                   | Credit markets                | Improvements in:  
- Enforcing credit and loan recovery  
- Speedy adjudication and backlog reduction  
- Quality of court decisions (resulting in lower appeal rates)  
- Adjudication by state courts instead of tribal courts  
- Reducing legal uncertainty | - Prevention of moral hazard through enforcement of credit contracts  
- Increased access to credit markets  
- Better loan recovery, as it reduces buyers’ incentives to default on their contractual obligations  
- Greater lending and competition among lenders  
- Potential heterogeneous effects across lenders by wealth group, especially if the supply of credit is inelastic  
- Decreased idiosyncratic risk for firm owners  
|                   | Property rights and protection for vulnerable populations | - Protection for minorities facing bias in customary systems  
- Legal aid to protect land rights for farmers and for those facing eviction  
- Access to adjudicating institutions for women in small commercial disputes  
- Authority to state courts rather than tribal courts, reducing | - Enhance food security and protection  
- Strengthen property rights and incentivize investment  
- Defend housing rights against eviction  
- Boost women’s economic activity and bargaining power  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Goals</th>
<th>Impact Areas</th>
<th>Source (Judicial Improvements)</th>
<th>Specific Results (Evidence on Outcomes and Benefits)</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Authors (Year of Pub), Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Violence and Conflict Deterrence** | Conflict and post-conflict disputes | - ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) awareness campaigns  
- Efficient, less corrupt judicial institutions capable of investigating killings | - Better resolution of land disputes  
- Reduced violence in dispute resolution  
- Accountability for the military and other non-state actors | Liberia  
Colombia | Blattman et al. (2014), RCT  
Acemoglu et al. (2022), Panel+FE |
| | Rights of minorities and women | - Mediation, legal aid clinics for disadvantaged women, and Women Justice Centers  
- Free legal aid for detainees, community police officers (including female officers)  
- Enforcement of rights, protection against retaliation, and strengthened female property laws  
- Trust-building in formal institutions and access to justice | - Increased reporting and reduction in domestic violence  
- Protection of economically disadvantaged women, leading to improved health and other outcomes  
- Better child support and educational outcomes for children  
- Increased trust in state institutions despite biased informal ones | Ecuador  
Liberia  
Peru  
Papua New Guinea  
India | Owen and Portillo (2003)  
Cooper (2019), RCT  
Sandefur et al. (2015), RCT  
Kavanaugh et al. (2018), DiD  
Chakraborty et al. (2022), Panel+FE  
Sandefur et al. (2013), RCT |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Goals</th>
<th>Impact Areas</th>
<th>Source (Judicial Improvements)</th>
<th>Specific Results (Evidence on Outcomes and Benefits)</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Authors (Year of Pub), Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Violence and Conflict Deterrence</strong></td>
<td>Lower crime and recidivism</td>
<td>Judicial decisions and improvements in quality such as: - Increasing non-carceral punishments - Replacing short prison/pre-trial detention with electronic monitoring - Drug and specialized courts with streamlined processes and inclusion of non-legal expertise (e.g., reconciliation and mental health support) - Providing rehabilitation certificates - Judicial capacity (experience and productivity of judges)</td>
<td>- Crime deterrence (mixed evidence) - Crime desistance - Fewer violent crimes due to higher arrests with warrant - Improved educational outcomes and labor opportunities for offenders - Reduced individuals’ criminal and dishonest behavior; increase regard for rule of law</td>
<td>United States, Germany, Argentina, France, Denmark, Brazil</td>
<td>Chalfin and McCrary (2017), Review Nagin (2013), Review Doleac and Hansen (2021), Review Helland and Tabarrok (2007), IV Drago et al. (2009), IV Hansen (2015), RD Gehrsitz (2017), RD Di Tella and Schargrodsky (2013), IV Henneguelle et al. (2016), IV Larsen (2017), RD Bushway and Owens (2013), DiD Monnery (2016), IV Prins et al. (2015), RCT Leasure and Andersen (2016), RCT Mocan et al. (2020), IV cross-country Fazel and Wolf (2015), Review Ferraz and Schiavon (2022), RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrity and Trust in Institutions</strong></td>
<td>Trust in the state</td>
<td>- Information on the improved efficiency of courts - Impartial justice systems &amp; de facto judicial independence - A robust system of checks and balances - Effective and impartial judicial systems and citizens’ recognition of the law as legitimate</td>
<td>- Higher citizen trust in the state - Greater willingness to use state courts - Reliance on formal instead of informal institutions - Reduction in terrorist activities</td>
<td>Pakistan, EU</td>
<td>Acemoglu et al. (2020), RCT Choi (2010) Gutmann and Voigt (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Goals</td>
<td>Impact Areas</td>
<td>Source (Judicial Improvements)</td>
<td>Specific Results (Evidence on Outcomes and Benefits)</td>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>Authors (Year of Pub), Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Integrity and Trust in Institutions** | Less corruption | - Independence and professionalism in the judiciary  
- Judge selection procedure (by peer judges instead of Presidential; elected instead of appointed)  
- Greater state presence of the judiciary  
- De facto judicial independence (not only de jure)  
- Anti-corruption campaign for the judiciary | - Higher prosecution and conviction of corruption  
- Lower rent extraction  
- Higher quality of judicial decisions and rulings in favor of the government  
- Higher investment, labor, and productivity | United States  
Brazil  
China | Glaeser and Goldin (2006)  
Alt and Lassen (2008), OLS +IV/FE  
Litschig and Zamboni (2015), IV  
Ferraz and Finan (2011), RD  
Zhang (2022), DiD |
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